
Fill in the gaps

Every time we fight by The Milk

 Against the opinion

 I  (1)________  decided to lay down my feelings

 With a brutal blow

 We  (2)________  our  (3)____________  and change ain’t

coming

 What you gonna do?

 Do you remember?

 We  (4)________  young and sober

 On  (5)__________  pavements we were the happiest soul

 Kiss  (6)__________  carved that  (7)____________  one

another

 What we  (8)__________  do about it?

  (9)__________________  we fight

 We get a little stronger

 Any time we lose

 We're gonna lose control

  (10)__________________  we fight

 We get a little stronger

 Any time we lose

 We're gonna lose control

  (11)________  to believe in when change ain’t coming

 Good luck avoiding the bitching down

 They watch you stealing

 It’s how you left me feeling

 What you  (12)__________  do  (13)__________  it?

 Every  (14)________  we fight

 We get a  (15)____________  stronger

 Any  (16)________  we lose

 We're gonna lose control

  (17)__________  time we fight

 We get a little stronger

 Any time we lose

 We're  (18)__________  lose control

  (19)________  me now

 What you gonna do about it?

 What you gonna do now about it?

 What you  (20)__________  do about it?

 What you gonna do now  (21)__________  it?

 What you gonna do about it?

  (22)________  you  (23)__________  do  (24)__________ 

it?

  (25)__________  time we fight

 We get a little stronger

 Any time we lose

 We're  (26)__________  lose control

 Every  (27)________  we fight

 We get a  (28)____________  stronger

 Any time we lose

 We're gonna lose control

 Help me now
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. have

2. lost

3. future

4. were

5. dirty

6. faces

7. hurted

8. gonna

9. Everytime

10. Everytime

11. What

12. gonna

13. about

14. time

15. little

16. time

17. Every

18. gonna

19. Help

20. gonna

21. about

22. What

23. gonna

24. about

25. Every

26. gonna

27. time

28. little
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